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Our industry is facing an unprecedented number of challenges
"Oil and gas companies have fallen out of favour with
investors due to climate concerns and question marks over
long term demand for fossil fuels. They have been struggling
to hold on to existing investors, let alone attracting
millennials”
Financial Times

”Climate change has become a defining factor in
companies’ long-term prospects”………” we are on
the edge of a fundamental reshaping of finance”,
[changes will come] “more quickly than we see
changes to the climate itself”
Laurence Finch, Blackrock CEO

“Italy imposes offshore exploration moratorium“
Petroleum Economist
“Oil giants must meet Paris Agreement to secure
finance, says RBS”
Independent.ie

"Exxon, Chevron results augur tough year
ahead, shares drop“
Reuters

The Guardian

“France passes law banning all gas and oil
production by 2040”
The Independent

”The high cost of stranded assets. Ever tighter global warming
targets will force traditional energy groups to leave fossil fuels
-valued at as much as $900 bn- in the ground as investors
begin to look for alternative places to put their money”
Financial Times

”Oil and gas sector ‘losing its social
licence to operate”
Tim Eggar, Chairman UK OGA

Is there a future for
petroleum engineers
in these emerging
scenarios ?

From a large, international
group of experts……….

.....to an endangered species ?

Our industry and its professionals have gone through a number of ups
and downs

30 years of
demand left (Club
of Rome’s days)

The Economist
predicting the next
shock: 5 $/bbl oil

Fears of
approaching
peak oil

Fear of a
peak oil
demand

Concerns on stranded
hydrocarbon resources

Source of Brent chart: www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=PET&s=RBRTE&f=M

Hydrocarbons will unlikely be phased out quickly…
Major inequalities in pro-capita
energy consumptions…
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will drive an increase in energy
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which will maintain demand for
oil
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IAEA: Energy, Electricity and Nuclear Power Estimates
for the Period up to 2050; 2018

IEA: World Energy Outlook 2019

…..but will
have to be
produced

CO2 emissions reductions by measure in the Sustainable Development
Scenario relative to the Stated Policies Scenario, 2010-2050

and used
without
endangering
the future of
our planet

Pizol glacier, from Glacier Hub

Source: IEA 2019 Energy Outlook

Petroleum engineers have a role to play in and outside our industry,
but will have to adapt to the change

Questions to the

What will this role be ?

audience………
….I assume we all
agree we are not
bound for extinction

What competences will be required to
exercise it ?
What values will have to drive our
profession ?

